WHIMSICAL WOOLLY VALENTINE!

Make a “heart-warming” Valentine, lovingly wrapped in colorful yarn, for someone special!

Supplies in kit

• yarn
• cardboard heart
• happy Valentine’s Day message

What you’ll need from home

• tape
• scissors

Directions

1. Turn the heart over to the unfinished side, and tape the end of the yarn to that side.

2. Turn the heart over and begin wrapping the yarn all around it until you have covered the whole heart, leaving a “tail” of yarn loose as pictured.

3. Turn the heart over, and weave the “tail” through a couple of strands of yarn, leaving a loop open. Next, thread the end through the loop and gently pull it until a little knot is formed.
Now the fluffy Valentine can be hung as a decoration!

4. Turn the heart over and slip your Valentine’s Day message through a few strands of yarn and your heart-warming Valentine is ready to be shared!

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS

Little Mouse’s Big Valentine by Thatcher Hurd
It’s Valentine’s Day by Jack Prelutsky
I Like You and Other Poems for Valentine’s Day by Yaroslava
The Bookstore Valentine by Barbara Maitland
Secret Valentine by Catherine Stock